DO No. 277/2020/MM


Ref : 1)DO No.312/2020/RC Dtd 13/03/2020 of DPC Thrissur City.

Consequent on regularization of pay in r/o Sri. Anilkumar Meppilly, SI vide reference cited, the annual increments sanctioned to him wef 01/07/14 & 01/07/15 are revised, and pay raised to Rs.20740/- wef 01/07/14 and to Rs.21240/- wef 01/07/15 in the scale of pay of Rs.16980-31360.

According to the sanction of 1st TBHG, pay fixed @ Rs.22360/- wef 01/07/15 in the scale of pay of Rs.20740-36140.

He was transferred to CBCID, OCW III Palakkad and relieved from this unit on 08/09/15.

17-04-2020
Abdul Karim U IPS,
District Police Chief

To : The individual.
Copy To : F1, F2 and F3(a) sections for information.